• "Go To Portfolio by Number/Name" box -- enter a portfolio number, title, or keyword.
Or go to "BNA Portfolios" under “Expert Analysis” --

And choose a series, such as "U.S. Income" –
You can browse or search both the portfolios and the index:

![Image of Bloomberg Law: Tax interface with U.S. Income Portfolios search and browse options]

Or browse the Topical Index from the front page:

![Image of Bloomberg Law: Tax interface with Federal search and browse options]
Practice Tools

BNA U.S. Income Portfolios Index - H

Expand “Health Savings Accounts” > choose Definition, TM 501.XI.J.2 > show TOC for portfolio > show BNA picks

BNA PICKS and <GO> Pages are accessed through Search Results and cover critical federal, state, and international tax topics, all 50 states and over 130 countries.

- **BNA PICKS** display with the Search Results list and provide a shortcut to related *Tax Management Portfolio* analysis, Code Sections, Regulations, Practice Tools, Fast Answers, News, and links to the available <GO> Pages.

- The topical <GO> Pages display editor-selected, topic-specific content providing background on key aspects of the topic with links to related *Bloomberg Law: Tax* content.